We study the exclusive decays of B mesons into a pair of spin-1 mesons. We look at the occurring asymmetries that could signal CP violation and estimate their relative size. We find that angular asymmetries are not significantly smaller than partial-rate asymmetries, and that their study can help disentangle the complicated dynamics of these decays.
I. INTRODUCTION
The topic of CP violation in the B-meson system has been the subject of extensive studies. ' These CP-odd observables can originate either through mixing or via interference of at least two amplitudes contributing to the same process. In the latter one requires, in addition to CP violation, the presence of unitarity phases which depend on hadron dynamics and are very difficult to estimate reliably.
In this paper we intend to look at the asymmetries that occur in the decay of a pseudoscalar B into two vector mesons. What can be gained from this study is access to information on the unitarity phases, or alternatively one can obtain signals that do not depend on such phases, similar to the ones appearing in hyperon decays. In Sec.
II we will look at the kinematics of the reaction, and thus find which are the possible asymmetries. In Sec. III we will consider these asymmetries in the standard model to see how they can arise, and finally in Sec. IV we will attempt to estimate their relative sizes for specific examples.
The new type of signal that will emerge corresponds to triple-product correlations involving the momentum of one of the vector mesons and the two polarizations. They thus require reconstruction of the decays of both spin-1 mesons, and in practice one would then be looking at correlations between momenta of the final particles.
It was realized a long time ago that under time-reversal invariance both a particle's momentum and spin are re- +x -1 g a;cocos(5"-5~)sin(P"P~j )-
When a full reconstruction is done one would have, for example, that V, Vz decay, respectively, into two pseudoscalars @,N2 and 4344. In this case the correlation becomes k-p, X p3.
More complicated correlations may turn out to be kinematically favored, in particular the following quantity will prove to be better:
A~= (2.15) and in this case the result is ( A = As+ A~) &x' -1 .
x g a;cocos(5". 5~J )sin(P"-P~J )- The resulting expression for the time-dependent asymmetry induced by mixing looks like the familiar result for -sin(bmt)Rep(a fc2 -a2c ) )(e) e2)e " e(~e2pkqp~.
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They are not CP violating and cancel out when one subtracts the CP-conjugate reaction in the same manner as the terms induced by unitarity phases do. A last way to obtain interference is to consider cascade processes. ' This method is useful in channels with more than two particles in the final state which we will not consider. 
IV. SOME EXAMPLES

